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welcome

dear CHOC Children’s Associates,
Medical Staff and Volunteers:

It is our pleasure to share with you CHOC Children’s new Standards of Conduct. We are a values-based organization, and as
such, we hold ourselves to a standard which demands commitment to excellence and quality in all that we do and steadfast
compliance with Federal and State regulations. Our hope is that you will find CHOC Children’s Standards of Conduct
exemplifies our values and that this Reference Guide will be an important, practical and insightful resource for you. More
specifically, it is meant to provide you with a useful outline of CHOC Children’s expectations for professional behavior,
guidance on applicable laws, policies, and resources available to help you recognize and handle various ethical issues.
While this Standards of Conduct may not provide answers to every question you may have related to ethical decision
making, it should provide you with the necessary resources to obtain additional support when needed.
This Standards of Conduct is a key component of our Corporate Responsibility Program and affirms the values and principles
that guide our organization. Integrity, excellence, and respect are just some of the important principles we put into action
every day, and these core values have helped CHOC Children’s consistently maintain an exceptional reputation within
our local community and beyond. In this exciting and challenging chapter of CHOC Children’s history, it is vital that we
continue to hold one another accountable to our iCARE principles and Standards of Conduct. Let us all reaffirm our
determination to set and achieve high standards and to reach our vision to be the leading destination for children’s
health by providing exceptional and innovative care.
Thank you all for your undeniable passion in caring for the children and families we serve and for making CHOC Children’s
a wonderful place to work, practice and receive care.
Sincerely,

David Dukes

Kimberly Chavalas Cripe

Lynn H. Grieves		

Chairman of the Board

President & Chief Executive Officer

Chief Compliance Officer
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CHOC Children’s mission, vision and values
Every day we have critically ill children who come to us for care.

VALUES

Every day we have families looking to us to make their child well.

Excellence: Setting and achieving the highest standards

These children are courageous and many face lifelong challenges.
They are our inspiration, and they are the reason why we are

Innovation: Advancing children’s healthcare by leading

determined and relentless in our aspiration to be the best.

with new ideas and technology

We are committed to our mission and vision, which everyday

Service: Delivering unmatched personal experience

require us to face the challenges of our industry while providing

Collaboration: Working together with our colleagues

inspiration to others and transforming our organization.

and partners to achieve our mission

MISSION

Compassion: Caring with sensitivity and respect

To nurture, advance and protect the health and well-being

Accountability: Serving as dedicated stewards of the

of children.
VISION
To be the leading destination for children’s health by providing
exceptional and innovative care.
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in all we do

lives and resources entrusted to us

iCARE principles
PRINCIPLE 1: COMMUNICATION AND
INFORMATION SHARING
• Smile, make eye contact, greet others, provide your
name and role when interacting with others.
• Communicate with sincerity, honesty and respect for
cultural diversity.
• Actively listen with respect and compassion, without
interrupting.
• Encourage feedback and questions, and allow for
differences in opinion.
• Partner with families in order to understand and meet
their unique needs.
• Collaborate to achieve optimal outcomes.
PRINCIPLE 2: ACCOUNTABILITY
• Commit to delivering excellent service every day.
• Remember the importance of the “first impression”.
• Adhere to departmental and CHOC Children’s policies.
•C
 onserve CHOC Children’s resources and supplies by using
them wisely and in the best interest of CHOC Children’s.
• Take responsibility for your actions, welcome views of
others and maintain objectivity.
• Take pride in your environment by maintaining safe and
clean surroundings.
• Maintain professional boundaries with parents, families,
colleagues and vendors.

PRINCIPLE 4: EXCELLENCE
• Take ownership to continuously improve processes within
your role, department and throughout CHOC Children’s.
• Strive to improve yourself and the outcome of your work.
• Seek opportunities for improvement, understand what is
expected of you, and apply best practices.
• Embrace change and offer suggestions for resolutions to
challenges.

PRINCIPLE 3: RESPECT
• Speak to patients and others in ways that are clear and
non-judgmental.

•T
 ake action if you see an unsafe act or condition that impacts
quality of care or the safety of others.
• Recognize others for outstanding performance.

• Show concern, interest and follow through with commitments.
• Do not engage in negative behaviors such as secondguessing, undermining, infighting, arrogance, gossiping

These iCARE principles and the topics covered in this

and back-stabbing.

Standards of Conduct are meant to work hand-in-hand and

•A
 sk patients and those you serve how you can best support
them and never assume that you know what is best.
• Speak in a positive manner about our Associates, medical
staff and organization.

are expected of every CHOC Children’s team member.
If you have questions regarding the Standards of Conduct or
the iCARE principles, please contact your supervisor, Human
Resources or the Corporate Compliance Department.

• Respect privacy and confidentiality at all times.
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ethical behavior

patient care and rights

CHOC Children’s is dedicated to achieving the highest

CHOC Children’s goal is to provide each patient/family with

standards of excellence in all we do. As we continue on our

outstanding healthcare and exemplary customer service. Each

Journey to Excellence, we are committed to fostering an

patient/family receives information regarding their rights and

atmosphere that promotes integrity, honesty, accountability

responsibilities and we endeavor to protect those rights at all

and mutual respect in all our activities. We value open, honest

times. We encourage family-centered care and patient and

communication and ethical decision making. An effective,

family involvement in decisions regarding their medical care.

open communication process is key to ensuring compliance
with Federal and State laws, rules and regulations as well as
maintaining the exceptional quality of the services we provide.
Individuals are expected to conduct themselves in a
professional manner and treat everyone with courtesy,
dignity, and respect at all times. If you become aware of any
situation that is inconsistent with our Standards of Conduct or
iCARE principles that may place CHOC Children’s reputation at
risk, it is your responsibility to report your concern. In addition

Applying the iCARE principles in your daily activities is
paramount in achieving our goals and protecting our
patients’ rights.
Q: We had a mother get very stressed the other night
and she took her frustrations out on the staff. I had to
yell loudly at her in order to bring the situation back
under control. But that is normal under the circumstances, right?

to reporting concerns to your supervisor, you always have the

A: Under no circumstances should you match the frustration

option to report your concerns to the Corporate Compliance

level of a parent. We expect parents to be stressed and

Department, or through the Compliance Hotline. CHOC

frightened when their children are undergoing medical

Children’s maintains a reporting policy of non-retaliation.

treatment. We will always treat families with the utmost

• Toll-free anonymous reporting: (877) 388-8588
• Email: ComplianceHotline@choc.org
• Online Submission Form: Located on the PAWS
Corporate Compliance department page
Q: How do I know if I am conducting myself ethically?
A: If you are worried about whether your actions will be
discovered, if you feel a sense of uneasiness about what
you are doing, or if you are rationalizing your activities
(such as the belief that “everyone does it”), you are
probably on ethical “thin ice.” Stop, step back, consider
what you are doing, get advice, and modify
your conduct accordingly.

respect.
Q: I work on an inpatient unit and the father of one of my
patients has been using abusive language with me the
past several nights. I don’t feel like I should have to
tolerate this behavior, but how can I say anything since
good customer service is so important?
A: You are right, good customer service should be foremost
in all of our minds. However, no one should have to tolerate
abusive language from our customers and patients. If you
feel uncomfortable saying anything to the parent in this
situation, you may let your supervisor know and they will
handle the situation. If you choose, you may address such
incidents with the parent by following these guidelines:
• If this has been the first instance of abusive language, let
the parent know that his language is offensive to you, and
politely ask them to speak to you in a more respectful manner.
• If the parent has already used abusive language with you
more than once, you need to be very careful about speaking with that parent alone. You should get help from the
charge nurse or manager in handling the situation,
especially if you have to defuse any anger. Be alert while
speaking to the parent, since the potential for violence
exists. Regardless, make sure you inform your supervisor
about any interaction of this nature.
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Q: I’m new to CHOC Children’s. At my last job there was
a safety reporting system set up for us in case there
was an incident related to the safety of the patients
or their families. What do I do here at CHOC if I see
something potentially harmful to a patient?
A: The Risk Management Department oversees management
of the environment of care and identifies and prevents
potential risks. They offer multiple options for reporting
safety concerns involving not just patients and their families,
but staff as well. First, notify your immediate supervisor of

PATIENT INFORMATION

the incident. Then at CHOC, either fill out a report using

CHOC Children’s expects everyone to make every effort

the Safety Reporting System located on PAWS or leave a

to protect our patients’ private and confidential healthcare

message on the Safety Reporting Hotline at (714) 509-

information. When accessing, using, and/or disclosing confi-

3222. At CCMH, fill out a report using the QRE system

dential patient information, one is limited to the “minimum

located on Mission Shortcuts.

confidential information
Patient and Associate confidentiality is an exceptionally high
priority of CHOC Children’s. Patient information, Associate

amount necessary” to accomplish the intended purpose. (See
Minimum Necessary Standard for Use and Disclosure Policy)
We do not use, disclose or discuss patient specific information with others unless the patient/guardian authorizes the
release or we are required or authorized by law to release
the information.

information, and CHOC Children’s business information are

Our organization has an obligation to verify the identity and

all considered to be confidential, and everyone is expected

authority of individuals requesting patient information before

to keep the information safeguarded.

disclosing any patient information in person, by phone, fax,

In most cases, removing patient, Associate, and other
confidential information from CHOC Children’s premises is
not allowed.
Our organization has an obligation under HIPAA and other
Federal and California laws to implement physical, technical
and administrative safeguards over the access, use and
disclosure of confidential information maintained at CHOC
Children’s. Policies and procedures have been established to
provide guidance to CHOC Children’s Associates. Access, use
or disclosure of patient information, Associate information, or
other confidential company information in a manner inconsistent with CHOC Children’s polices and/or Federal and State
privacy regulations will result in disciplinary action.
If you have questions or encounter a unique circumstance

or email. Prior to disclosing or discussing patient information,
verify that the individual is authorized to receive the information.
(See Verification of Identity for Non-Routine Requests Policy)
Please remember that taking photographs in patient-care areas
is prohibited, unless there is an authorized CHOC Children’s
business need and you are using a CHOC approved camera
or application. If you witness staff or visitors taking unauthorized pictures with any device, report the activity to your
Supervisor and/or Privacy Officer. (CHOC: See Photo, Video,
and Audio Policy. CCMH: See Photography/Recording
Images of Patients Policy)
Q: W
 hat types of patient information should be
kept confidential?
A: All forms of patient information must be kept confidential,

that you need assistance with, please contact the Privacy

whether written, verbal, electronic, printed or photographed.

Officer or any member of the Corporate Compliance Depart-

Patient information should not be discussed in public areas

ment. Also, please consult your Associate Handbook for

such as elevators, hallways or cafeterias. Keep in mind that

other applicable topics and policies.

nursing stations are not always private. Patient information
cannot be left unattended and exposed in publicly accessible areas and must be disposed of properly in a secured
shred bin.
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Q: The child of a fellow church member was admitted

Q: I was eating in the hospital cafeteria and overheard

to the hospital. Since I am an Associate, can I look

doctors discussing a specific patient’s care. What

at the child’s medical record?

should I do?

A: It would be inappropriate and against CHOC Children’s

A: If you feel comfortable, first let the doctors know that

policy to access the child’s medical record. The only

you can hear them speaking about a specific patient’s care

exception to this statement would be if you are directly

and are concerned that others may hear as well. Remind

involved in the child’s care. Under that limited circum-

them that patient care is confidential information. If you

stance, you may only access the medical records to

do not feel comfortable doing so, please speak with your

the extent necessary to perform your job functions.

immediate supervisor or the Privacy Officer.

Q: Is privacy important to children? They don’t seem
to notice.
A: Privacy is very important to children, and it is their

ASSOCIATE INFORMATION
Associate information that should be kept confidential
includes personally identifiable information, usernames,

right as a patient in our hospitals and clinics to have

and passwords. Additionally, information regarding payroll,

their privacy honored. Every effort should be made to

benefits, salary, disciplinary records, social security numbers,

meet the privacy needs of children by providing screens/

bank accounts, and any personal information (i.e., phone

curtains, gowns and procedure-specific draping that

numbers, addresses, email addresses, medical condition,

preserve their sense of self-esteem and modesty as

family status, etc.) are considered confidential and are not

appropriate. These actions are consistent with our value

to be accessed or disclosed unless there is a legitimate and

of compassion and our iCARE principle of respect.

approved business purpose. Please consult your Associate
Handbook and contact Human Resources immediately if you
receive any requests for Associate information.
Q: I received a call from a former CHOC Children’s
Associate’s new employer asking me questions about
the individual’s performance while at CHOC Children’s.
Should I give out this information?
A: Any information concerning former or current Associates
(including their work performance) is confidential. Please
direct such calls to Human Resources.
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION ABOUT
CHOC CHILDREN’S
There is particular organizational information that we at
CHOC Children’s consider confidential and not open to
disclosure unless properly authorized. For example, the
following information is considered to be confidential
and must be protected:
• Strategic planning.
• Financial data.
• Operational plans.
• Proprietary designs (copyrights, intellectual property rights).
• IT system names, configurations, and addresses.
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There are other instances in which information is deemed
proprietary; therefore, before taking action, discuss access
or dissemination with your immediate supervisor, the Legal
Department, or Corporate Compliance.
(See Confidentiality Policy)
COMPUTERS AND PASSWORDS
CHOC Children’s maintains and monitors our security systems,
data back-up systems and storage capabilities to insure that
all confidential and sensitive information is maintained safely
and in accordance with our policies, procedures, Federal, State,
and local laws. All users of CHOC computing resources have
an obligation to use those resources in a responsible manner
and in compliance with all Federal and State privacy and security
regulations. You may refer to the Associate Handbook for
additional information. (CHOC: See Workstation Security
Policy, Information Systems Password Policy, and Acceptable
Use Policy. CCMH: See Information Management Plan and
Meditech Access - Password & Security Policy)
Key points to remember include:
• Disclosing or sharing logins and/or passwords (including
to the Information Systems Department - ISD) is prohibited
and goes against CHOC Children’s policy. Please contact
the ISD help desk if you have any problems logging into

• Only approved and licensed software may be installed
and operated on CHOC Children’s equipment and must
be installed through the Information Systems Department.
Q: I need to chart my activity for my patient, but the
system isn’t letting me in. To save time and be more
efficient, can’t I just use my co-worker’s log-on information to get my job done quickly?
A: No. By logging in under someone else’s name, you are

a system, and change your password if you suspect that

allowing the system to internally document that they are

your login has been compromised.

the one accessing the medical record (to which they may

• Anyone accessing an electronic medical record or other
clinical or financial computer system must use their own
unique log-on information. If one accesses a system using
someone else’s log-on information, that person’s name
is then documented in the system, which can lead to
negative consequences. This includes policy violations
as well as security and data integrity issues, i.e. the wrong

have no business need to do so) and the record will also
then make it appear that your co-worker is the one who
provided the service, not you. We are under an obligation
to accurately document all medical records and entries.
Please call Information Systems to have them assist
you with gaining access to the system you need.
Q: T
 hings get hectic on the unit, especially during times

person’s name appearing in a medical record as the

of high census. We often use one log-on and password

individual providing service.

during the day, from one nurse. We do more looking

• We must also keep in mind that the use of CHOC
Children’s computers, systems, networks and Internet

than entering data into the system, so this is ok, right?
A: No, it is not okay. Each staff member must be using

(including electronic mail – email) is subject to review

their own log-on and password to protect your identity

and monitoring by CHOC Children’s at any time without

in the system and ensure access is gained only to those

notice. We should have no expectations of privacy

areas that are needed to do your job and only to content

regarding our Internet or email use.

you are authorized to view.

• As a security measure, please remember to log out of your
computer completely or secure your computer by pressing
“control, alt, delete” and selecting “Lock this computer”
before leaving your workstation.
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Q: I need to get some work done at home tonight to

If you are sending PHI via email, to a non-CHOC email

ensure I do not fall behind on my work assignments.

address for an authorized business purpose, it must be

I’m planning to copy confidential data (patient and

through the CHOC Children’s email system and it must be

Associate data) to my laptop to work at home, is this ok?

encrypted by typing #Secure# in the email subject line. It is

A: In most situations this is not permitted; however, there
are some circumstances where this would be allowed.
First, obtain approval from your manager before copying

not acceptable to use a non CHOC email to send, store or
receive PHI. (See Electronic Communications Policy and
Workstation Security Policy)

confidential information to a portable storage device or

To protect the organization’s computer systems, suspicious

laptop. Second, appropriate security measures, such as

emails should not be opened and instead be forwarded to

encryption, must be in place to protect any confidential

spam@choc.org.

information stored on a portable device or laptop. Third,
confidential information must only be stored on companyapproved devices. If you are given authorization to take PHI
home with you and all conditions are met, please ensure
that the device is not left in your vehicle unattended.
Keep the device out of sight, preferably in your vehicle’s
enclosed trunk. It is best practice to take the device with
you once you reach your final destination. In the event of
a theft or loss, immediately make a report to the CHOC
Children’s Security Services Department. You should also
alert your supervisor and the Privacy Officer.
FAXING AND EMAILING PROTECTED
HEALTH INFORMATION (PHI)

Q: Someone in our office posted a piece of paper
with a doctor’s name, office phone number, and fax
number. Can’t I just rely on that when faxing PHI to
the doctor’s office?
A: Unfortunately, you cannot rely on the posted information.
You must check the database before faxing any PHI, in
order to make sure that the fax number is current. One of
the more common mistakes involving patient data is when
PHI is faxed to the wrong individual. By double checking
the fax number in the database, one greatly reduces the
risk of PHI ending up in the wrong hands. As best practice,
contact the intended recipient to verify that their fax
number is current.

It is CHOC Children’s policy that faxes sent outside of the
hospital must have an official CHOC cover sheet that contains
a confidentiality statement. PHI should be limited to the minimum necessary and the fax number must be verified before
sending the fax. Fax machines should not be located in areas
that are accessible to the public. (CHOC: See Disclosure of
PHI by Fax or Printer Policy. CCMH: See HIPAA Disclosure of PHI by Phone/Fax/Printer Policy)

coding, billing
and documentation
standards
Many individuals are involved in the process of generating
documentation necessary for our organization to accurately
code and bill for the services we provide to our patients:
from the registration sites, to the patient care areas, medical
records personnel, case management personnel and the
patient billing staff. Since billing is largely dependent on
documentation of the care provided, caregivers must
diligently work to assure the accuracy and completeness
of any written documentation. We could be prosecuted
and/or asked to refund payments for filing inaccurate
claims or providing and billing for care that is not medically
necessary. CHOC Children’s expects that medical record
documentation, coding, and billing are performed accurately
and timely, in accordance with California and Federal standards
and rules, and that supporting medical record documentation
is prepared for all services rendered. Some very important
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items to keep in mind and adhere to are:

• We bill only for services provided, that are medically
necessary, appropriately documented, and that use
accurate billing codes.
• Medical record documentation should accurately reflect
what services have been provided to the patient and
support the medical necessity of these services, as well
as the corresponding codes selected for billing purposes.
• We should notify payors promptly if a payment error is
discovered and refunds should be processed within 60
days of discovering any overpayment. Coding and billing
errors sometimes occur unintentionally; however, they
must still be promptly addressed.
• Inaccurate or improper medical record documentation,
coding, and/or billing can place CHOC Children’s and
the involved individuals at serious risk. If you discover
that inaccurate or improper coding and/or billing is
taking place, please bring these issues to the attention
of your immediate supervisor and the Corporate
Compliance Department.
Q: I have knowledge that one of the billers/follow-up
staff in my department is not complying with established billing guidelines. Should I report this to my
supervisor or should I wait to see if the errors are
discovered later?
A: It is important that all billing guidelines be followed.
The situation you observed may or may not be intentional.
You should report this to your immediate supervisor and
the Corporate Compliance Department so that they can
research the problem and handle the issue appropriately.
Q: I have been receiving returned claims and patient
calls concerning possible duplication of charges. This
is occurring on a fairly regular basis, and I wonder if
it is a system error. What should I do?
A: Alert your immediate supervisor or manager of the
potential problem. They should contact the department(s)
involved and alert the Corporate Compliance Department.

Q: If documentation is not available when we are
ready to submit a bill, is it ok to submit the bill?
A: No. Do not submit a bill until appropriate documentation
is on file. This verifies that the services were provided to
the patient.
Q: I was told by my supervisor to process charges for
services, even if the chart note did not support the level
of service provided by the physician. Is this alright?
A: This could be a serious compliance issue and should be
reported to a senior manager in your department. If you
are not satisfied that this practice has been addressed,
please notify the Corporate Compliance Department
(or the Compliance Hotline).
Q: A
 patient has asked me to change a bill for a service
that was rendered, so as to list a procedure covered
by their insurance company, rather than the one that
is not. Am I permitted to do so?
A: No. Doing so would constitute fraud and could create
legal problems for you, the patient, and CHOC Children’s.
Q: With ICD-10-CM/PCS implementation, are physicians,
outpatient facilities and hospital outpatient departments
use of CPT codes affected?
A: No. Providers should continue to use CPT codes to
report these services. ICD-10 PCS replaces the procedure classification system developed by the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) for use in the U.S.
for Inpatient hospital settings only.

Q: Care providers on our unit sometimes perform a
service or provide treatment to a patient but do not
document it in the chart until later. Is this okay?
A: Documentation should always be accurate and completed
on a timely basis. A delay in documentation may jeopardize
patient care and could impact our ability to receive payment.
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fraud, waste and abuse
There are numerous Federal and State regulations that address
the potential for fraud and abuse within the healthcare industry,
and government agencies work tirelessly to investigate matters
that they believe to indicate noncompliance. These laws are
technical, complex and have limited exceptions. Policies and
procedures have been developed to help the organization
remain in full compliance with these laws.
Below is a summary of the key Federal and State fraud and
abuse laws.
ANTI-KICKBACK STATUTE
In some industries, it is acceptable to reward those who
refer business to you. However in healthcare, asking for or
receiving any remuneration (kickback) in exchange for patient
referrals is a crime under the Federal and California AntiKickback Statutes. The Anti-Kickback Statutes apply to both
payers and recipients of kickbacks. Just asking for or offering
a kickback could violate the law. “Remuneration” is basically
anything of value. In summary, we may not directly or indirectly
pay patients, physicians, other healthcare providers, or any
other individual or entity to refer patients to us. If you are
ever in doubt whether a particular situation may involve the
Q: A physician in the CHOC Children’s Specialists would
like to provide services to a patient in need of financial
assistance and write off the account without billing,
is this acceptable?
A: No. While there may be circumstances where a
patient may not personally pay for care provided at
CHOC Children’s, any discounts or write-offs must be

Compliance Department or Legal Department for guidance
before proceeding.
Q: What should I do if a physician asks me to provide
payment or compensation in exchange for referrals
to CHOC Children’s?
A: Requesting a “kickback” for referrals is illegal, and

made in compliance with the Patient Financial Assistance

entering into such an arrangement would subject CHOC

and Discount Payment Program Policy.

Children’s, the physician and anyone involved in the

Q: The daughter of a physician on the Medical Staff at
CHOC Children’s received services at our hospital and
the physician is requesting a discount on their bill for
the services provided, can we offer a discount?
A: Yes. Please refer to the Physician Courtesy Allowance
Policy for further information.
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Anti-Kickback Statute, you should contact the Corporate

arrangement to substantial risk. Promptly report the
situation to your immediate supervisor and the Corporate
Compliance Department.

Q: I process expense reports for my department.
I received a report showing the purchase of gifts
totaling thousands of dollars for one of the physicians
who refers patients to us. Is this acceptable?
A: No, it is not. Any gift or other consideration of more than
nominal value (i.e. $100) may appear to be an inducement
for referrals and is prohibited by CHOC Children’s. You
should report this finding to your immediate supervisor
and the Corporate Compliance Department or the
Compliance Hotline.
STARK SELF-REFERRAL LAW (STARK)
The Federal Stark Self-Referral Law (Stark) prohibits a
physician from referring Medicare and Medicaid patients
to an entity with which the physician (or immediate family
member) has a financial relationship, unless an exception
applies. This law is a “strict liability” statute; therefore, both

Examples of fraud, waste and abuse include but are
not limited to:
• Misrepresenting a diagnosis or procedure code in order
to obtain payment.
• False documentation of a diagnosis or procedure code to
obtain a higher rate of reimbursement.
• Forging or changing patient billing-related items, such as
making false claims or billing for services or supplies not
rendered, not medically necessary or not documented.
• Misleading or falsely reporting financial or operational
records or books.
If you are unsure whether an activity is appropriate, please
contact the Corporate Compliance Department for guidance.
Q: I have knowledge of inaccurate billing procedures

intentional and unintentional violations of the law may result

related to the use of codes in another department.

in negative legal consequences. The law requires all medical

Even though I don’t work in this area, should I do

directorships, space and equipment leases and any other

anything about this?

arrangements with physicians be commercially reasonable,
compensated at Fair Market Value (FMV), and be formalized
in a written contract.

A: If you have reason to believe that procedures or diagnoses
are being improperly coded, you should promptly report
your suspicions to your immediate Supervisor, the Corporate

If you question whether a situation may violate the Stark

Compliance Department or the Compliance Hotline so

Law, you should contact the Legal Department or Corporate

the matter can be reviewed and corrective action taken.

Compliance Department for guidance before proceeding.
FALSE CLAIMS ACT (FCA) POLICIES
CHOC Children’s policies, along with the Federal False
Claims Act (FCA) and California False Claims Act (CFCA),
prohibit false claims and other fraudulent activity. The False
Claims Act prohibits conduct such as knowingly submitting a
false or fraudulent claim, or using or making a false statement,
to get a false or fraudulent claim paid or approved by the
government. (See Whistleblower and Protection Policy)
Routine monitoring, reviews, and audits are conducted by
CHOC Children’s and outside sources in order to help us
prevent and detect fraud, waste and abuse.
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dealing with government
and regulatory agencies
CHOC Children’s promptly cooperates with all government
investigations and/or inquiries in a reasonable and diligent
manner, while preserving our organization’s legal rights.

• If you are aware of an imminent or ongoing investigation,
audit, or examination, you should retain all documents
(including computer records) in your custody or control
relating to the matter under review.
• It is paramount to ensure that the documents in question

If you, whether at home or at work, are approached by a

are not altered, destroyed, edited, or otherwise changed

government agent or receive a subpoena or other official

from their original condition, and prompt production of the

request for information regarding CHOC Children’s business,

authorized documents is crucial, so as not to prevent or

we request that you immediately notify your supervisor

hinder an investigation.

and the CHOC Children’s Legal Department or Corporate
Compliance Department.

Q: I received a telephone call from someone who said
she was a government investigator. She asked me

The law gives us all the right to be represented by legal

about our billing policies and said an investigator

counsel, so if a government agent asks to speak with you,

would come to CHOC Children’s in the next few weeks.

you may volunteer to talk with the agent, but you are not

I did not give her any information. Did I handle this

required to do so.

appropriately? What should I do if an investigator

• In the event that you receive a subpoena, inquiry, or other
documentation request from any governmental agency

does come to the hospital?
A: Yes, you were right not to give any information on the

regarding CHOC Children’s business, whether at home

telephone. You should obtain call back information from

or in the workplace, ask for identification and verify the

the caller and inform your supervisor about the call. If an

authority of the agent, and then please notify your supervisor

investigator comes to your department, ask for identifica-

and the Legal Department or the Corporate Compliance

tion to verify their identity and authority. Then, contact

Department immediately.

your immediate supervisor and the Legal Department
and/or Corporate Compliance Department before you
decide to speak with the investigator.
Q: W
 hat should I do if a government agent comes to my
home and asks to talk to me about the activities of my
department?
A: You have the right to speak with a government investigator and CHOC Children’s will not infringe upon this right.
You should be aware that you also have the right to consult
with an attorney before answering any questions and to
have an attorney present during questioning. Please let
the Corporate Compliance Department and/or Legal
Department know so that they may provide you with
instructions on how to proceed.
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records retention
CHOC Children’s has developed a records retention program
that meets or exceeds mandated retention requirements and
provides guidance for the retention, maintenance, preservation and disposal of clinical, financial, employee and other
records of CHOC Children’s. (CHOC: See Records Retention/Management Policy. CCMH: See Medical Record
Retention: Patient Health & Information Policy) With the
exception of medical records at CCMH, all CHOC Children’s
records are stored and retained according to the Records
Retention/ Management Policy.
• Records containing confidential and proprietary information will be securely maintained, controlled and protected
to prevent unauthorized access.
• Records that have satisfied their required period of
retention and are not subject to a litigation hold will be
destroyed in an appropriate manner.
• Information pertaining to unauthorized destruction, removal
or use of CHOC Children’s records or regarding falsifying
or inappropriately altering information in a record or
document should be reported to an appropriate manager,
the Corporate Compliance Department, or through the
Compliance Hotline (also see Reporting Concerns and
Contact Information in this document).
Q: I am a new Associate here at CHOC Children’s.
I moved in to the office of a previous Associate
who left all his files intact. I would like to reorganize,
but I don’t want to throw anything away. How do
I know what can be thrown away?
A: Please refer to the Records Retention/Management Policy
at CHOC, and/or the Medical Record Retention: Patient
Health & Information Policy as CCMH. These policies explain which records and documents need to be stored and
which can be destroyed. Located in the Records Retention/Management Policy is a records retention schedule
that specifies the length of time certain documents must
be stored. If you still have questions pertaining to certain

Q: I have noticed locked receptacles for paper in my
department. What documents should be placed in
these containers?
A: When the time comes for disposal of sensitive material
(i.e. documents with patient information or other
confidential company information), such material must
be placed in these locked containers. The content of
these containers will be securely shredded by our
document destruction vendor.

records or documents, please contact your supervisor or
the Corporate Compliance Department.
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conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest are those circumstances in which your
personal interests or activities may influence, or may be
perceived to influence, your ability to act in the best interest
of CHOC Children’s. We have developed a Conflicts of
Interest Policy that outlines circumstances in which outside
interests or activities, such as accepting gifts, holding ownership interests in companies or engaging in outside activities,
may create a perceived or actual conflict of interest. Conflicts
also include the sharing of confidential information regarding
future CHOC Children’s business plans for personal gain.
Individuals are expected to fully disclose any actual or
potential conflicts (perceived or otherwise) as soon as they
arise, as well as in the annual Conflict of Interest Questionnaire administered by the Corporate Compliance Department.
Individuals engaged in research through the CHOC Children’s
Research Institute are also required to comply with the
Financial Conflict of Interest Policy and will need to complete a separate annual Conflict of Interest Questionnaire
focused on the specific regulatory requirements governing
research activities.
If there is ever a question as to whether a perceived actual
or potential conflict should be disclosed, err on the side of
full disclosure and discuss the situation with the Corporate
Compliance Department.

REQUESTING AND ACCEPTING GIFTS AND GRATUITIES
CHOC Children’s does not permit Associates to accept gifts
from patients, vendors, or other business partners that could
influence, or be perceived to influence your decisions or actions
on behalf of CHOC Children’s. Asking for gifts, regardless of
the amount of money or the type of gift, is not permitted.
Unsolicited, non-cash or non-cash equivalent gifts of nominal
value are acceptable under certain circumstances; please
refer to the Conflicts of Interest Policy for further information.
Q: I was offered a $500 gift certificate by a vendor
to make sure that the vendor is selected to provide
temporary staffing services to CHOC Children’s.
Am I permitted to accept the money?
A: No. It is not acceptable for CHOC team members to
accept or receive any money for purposes of influencing
a decision. This type of offer should be reported to the
Corporate Compliance Department.
Q: A
 local vendor whom CHOC Children’s does not
currently conduct business with has offered to pay
for some of our staff to attend a conference to learn
about a new product. They will pay all travel expenses.
Is this a conflict of interest?
A: Accepting this offer could be construed as accepting
a gift of greater than nominal value or an inducement
for business from the vendor and therefore should not
be accepted. When in doubt, it is always best to discuss
the situation first with your immediate supervisor or the
Corporate Compliance Department so the specific
circumstances can be evaluated.
Q: W
 e are currently re-negotiating a contract with
the company who plans to install security cameras
in the hospital. The company representative I deal
with offered me a couple of tickets to a concert at
the Staples Center. Can I accept the tickets?
A: No. Accepting the tickets from someone we are currently
negotiating (or renegotiating) a contract with, or who is
pursuing a contract negotiation with CHOC Children’s
would be inappropriate because it would suggest or
create an obligation to that company/vendor. If they
would like to donate the tickets, they should be directed
to the CHOC Children’s Foundation.
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Q: A vendor we do business with brings my department
staff lunch on occasion. Is this a conflict of interest?
A: Requesting (i.e. soliciting) a vendor to bring in a meal
for your department is not permitted at CHOC Children’s.
However, there are instances where infrequent unsolicited
and shared refreshments may be acceptable. Extending
or accepting business courtesies may raise legal and ethical
issues, so it is best to discuss your particular circumstances
with your immediate supervisor or the Corporate
Compliance Department.
Q: In appreciation of our business, a vendor occasionally
invites me to lunch or other entertainment activity. Is
it appropriate for me to accept the invitation?
A: Infrequent, reasonably priced meals provided in

• It is also inappropriate to own a significant financial
interest in a business that competes with CHOC Children’s.

conjunction with a business meeting are generally

We require disclosure in any situation where an individual,

acceptable. Such activities can be undertaken only when

or their family member, has a direct or indirect ownership,

they align with CHOC Children’s Conflicts of Interest

investment interest or compensation agreement with any

Policy. If this activity will influence, or be perceived by

person or vendor with which CHOC Children’s has a

others to influence, your actions on behalf of CHOC

business relationship.

Children’s, it is prohibited. If you have questions about

•F
 or Associates who are at the level of manager and above

your situation, please contact your immediate supervisor

and who hold employment elsewhere, they need to let

or the Corporate Compliance Department for clarification.

their immediate supervisor know the name of the outside

Q: A family member thanks me for taking such good care
of their child and gives me a $20 bill. Can I accept it?
A: You should thank the family member for their thoughtfulness; however, you are prohibited from accepting money
or anything that is a cash equivalent. If they would still like
to make a contribution, please direct them to the CHOC
Children’s Foundation.

employer and the nature of such employment.
• If you are faced with a consulting opportunity, you must
conduct such services on your own time and it must not
conflict with your job responsibilities. Each consulting
opportunity must have the advance written approval of
the responsible EMT member in most cases.
Q: My supervisor is about to contract with a vending
machine company for a new beverage vending machine.

OUTSIDE EMPLOYMENT OR ACTIVITIES: COMPETITOR,

My wife owns a vending machine business. Would it be

CONSULTING, OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

a conflict of interest if I recommend my wife’s company?

CHOC Children’s values and expectations are clear and
explicit with respect to conflicts of interest pertaining to
outside employment or activities that involve competitors,
consulting, or business opportunities.
• CHOC Children’s does not permit individuals to work
at another business where such work conflicts with an
individual’s ability to perform his/her job or role at CHOC
Children’s, or where the individual is in any way soliciting
business while working for CHOC Children’s.

A: In general, CHOC Children’s tries to avoid contracting for
goods or services with family members of CHOC team
members. The key issue would be whether an impression
is formed that you are attempting to influence a CHOC
Children’s purchasing decision in favor of a family member,
which is strictly prohibited by the Conflicts of Interest
Policy. Your best course of action is to discuss this matter
with your supervisor and the Corporate Compliance
Department before you make the recommendation.
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PARTICIPATION ON OUTSIDE BOARDS OF
TRUSTEES/DIRECTORS
For those individuals who would like to serve on an outside
Board of Trustees/Directors of any organization whose interest
may conflict with those of CHOC Children’s, we require written
approval from the responsible EMT member and/or the Chief
Executive Officer or designee prior to serving.

protecting our assets
Individuals are expected to protect and safeguard all organizational property from loss, theft, misuse and destruction.
Q: I have been asked to give a presentation on child

In addition to material possessions, this also includes the

wellness to a professional group. They have offered to

confidential information of CHOC Children’s, our patients,

pay me an honorarium. Can I accept the honorarium?

Associates, and physicians. Individuals are also expected to
not take or use the organization’s property for personal or

A: Honorariums may be accepted for yourself only if the

non-work-related activities.

speaking engagement is unrelated to your employment
role and you prepare and complete the presentation on

The following are some ways that Individuals can accurately

your own time. If the speaking engagement is occurring

and honestly provide information to CHOC Children’s in

on your CHOC Children’s work time, the honorarium should

order to protect its assets:

be directed to the CHOC Children’s Foundation. Please

• Be honest in recording your time worked and in completing

make sure you receive approval from your immediate
supervisor before accepting a speaking engagement.
Q: I work in Oncology as a nurse and have a side business
selling non-prescription products that benefit cancer
patients over the internet, which is open to the public.
Is this considered a potential conflict of interest that
would be required to be disclosed?
A: Yes, this business relationship would need to be disclosed
to Human Resources and the Corporate Compliance
Department. An examination of all the facts related to
your situation would need to occur to determine if this
is an actual conflict of interest requiring further action.
The decision will largely depend on how you conduct
your business. For instance, if you are using your association with CHOC Children’s in any way (to include on
your website and/or verbal marketing) and referring our
patients and families to your website, then this would be
a conflict of interest requiring action to bring this activity
into compliance. It is always the best course of action in
these instances to discuss the potential conflict of interest
before taking action, so as to maintain compliance.
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expense reports.
• Use good judgment when using CHOC Children’s money
for travel and other expenses.
• Document patient services provided accurately and thoroughly.
• Submit revenue and cost reports that are factual and accurate.
If you have any questions regarding the proper way in
which to protect CHOC Children’s assets, please contact
your immediate supervisor, the Finance Department or
Human Resources.
Q: If I see somebody intentionally misusing or managing
CHOC Children’s property, what should I do?
A: We have an obligation to treat CHOC Children’s property
and equipment with care and respect. This includes
reporting any damage or malfunction of CHOC Children’s
property to appropriate personnel. If you are aware of
anyone intentionally or negligently damaging CHOC
Children’s property or equipment, please report your
observations to your immediate supervisor, the Corporate
Compliance Department, or to the Compliance Hotline.

Q: Someone in my department loaded an illegally copied
version of software onto their work computer. I know
that it didn’t come from the Information Systems
Department (ISD). What should I do?
A: You should remind the Associate that it is illegal to use

antitrust compliance
Antitrust Laws serve the purpose of promoting fair competition
that operates without price fixing, boycotting, or other unfair
trading practices. There should be no discussions or agreements
with competitors regarding price or other terms of product or
service contracts, salaries, dividing up customers or geographic

software without having purchased it, if possible. It could

markets, or joint action to boycott or coerce certain customers,

result not only in corrective action from CHOC Children’s,

providers or suppliers.

but also financial penalties from the software company.
Installation of licensed software should only be done by
ISD. If the Associate ignores your warning, or you are

If you have a question or concern relating to Antitrust Compliance, please contact the Legal Department or Corporate

uncomfortable approaching them, report the situation to

Compliance Department for further guidance.

your immediate supervisor, the Corporate Compliance

Q: Can I call around to local hospitals and ask the prices

Department or the Compliance Hotline.

they pay employees, or the amount they pay their
contracted physicians, in order to compare the prices

emergency medical
treatment and active
labor act (emtala)

to ours at CHOC Children’s?
A: If the information you are gathering is legitimately published for public, then it is permissible. If the information
is not published for public use, it is not appropriate to call
and obtain this information. It is best to call the Corporate
Compliance Department or Legal Department for clari-

CHOC Children’s complies with the Emergency Medical

fication before collecting any information from or about

Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) in providing

potential competitors.

emergency medical treatment to patients, regardless of
their ability to pay or lack of insurance. Anyone with an
emergency condition or requesting emergency services is
given an appropriate medical screening examination and
treatment based on medical necessity. (CHOC: See EMTALA
Policy. CCMH: See Interfacility Transfer of Patients: Medical
Screening of Patients (EMTALA))
Q: A patient comes to the Emergency Department (ED)
during the day for a possible ear infection. The patient
has insurance that requires the condition to be serious
before they should use the ED for care. I’m concerned
that the insurance will not pay for the visit. Should we
still see the patient?
A: Yes. We must provide patients who seek treatment
for emergency medical conditions with appropriate
medical screening and stabilize all emergency conditions
regardless of the patient’s insurance requirements and/or
their ability to pay.
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not-for-profit status
CHOC Children’s is a not-for-profit, tax exempt organization.
The requirements for organizations not taxed under Section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and similar provisions
of State law must be followed. Noncompliance with these
requirements places our organization at great risk of losing
our 501(c)(3) status and associated privileges.
As such, individuals are not permitted to use CHOC Children’s
resources or property for private use or benefit, and transactions must be in the best interest of CHOC Children’s and
negotiated at arm’s length for fair market value. Individuals
faced with sensitive situations should consult their immediate
supervisor or the Corporate Compliance Department for
further guidance.
The following are examples of actions that are inappropriate:
• Payment of Medical Director fees at above market value.
• Leasing property to a medical group for their private
practice at below market value prices.
• Utilizing CHOC Children’s funds or resources to solicit
support, contributions or opposition for a political candidate.

employment practices
CHOC Children’s Associates are our most valued asset and
we strive to advance and maintain an environment where
individuals have support, opportunities for participation and
growth, equitable compensation, and effective use of their
talents. CHOC Children’s is committed to a safe and healthy
work environment that offers fair treatment to all Associates.
All CHOC Children’s team members (Physicians, Associates,
and Volunteers) have an obligation to our patients and
families, as well as to one another, to ensure a safe, drug free,
and harassment-free workplace. Please see the Associate
Handbook and applicable Human Resources policies for
more information.
Some examples of behavior or actions that are considered
inappropriate are as follows:
• Making derogatory comments or jokes of a sexual nature
in the workplace.
• Failure to promote an otherwise qualified Associate
based on gender.
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• Refusal to hire a qualified individual because of a
physical disability.
• Failing to dispose of bio-hazardous or infectious waste
in designated containers.
• Failing to report defective equipment or unsafe conditions.
• Smoking in a non-designated area (Please keep in mind
that CHOC Children’s is a smoke-free environment.)
BACKGROUND CHECKS AND EXCLUDED PROVIDERS
CHOC Children’s performs a background screening check of
potential Associates, Volunteers, contract workers, Medical
Staff Members, and Board Members. Part of the background
check involves consulting the Office of Inspector General’s
(OIG) list of excluded individuals/entities, USA Sex Offender
database, Social Security Address/Alias Trace, and county
court criminal search, among others. The OIG exclusions list
is checked monthly for Associates, Medical Staff Members
and Board Members. (See Background Checks Policy)

CREDENTIALS, LICENSURES AND CERTIFICATIONS
CHOC Children’s takes into service Associates and Medical
Staff who are appropriately credentialed, licensed, and certified for their areas of expertise. Each individual is responsible
for performing his/her job duties within the scope of his/her
licensure and practice authority and being aware of CHOC
Children’s requirements for properly satisfying the renewal of
credentials needed to continue their job duties. For instance,
when an Associate needs to renew their Basic Life Support
(BLS) certification, they must consult the pre-approved CHOC
Children’s vendor list before proceeding. If an Associate
obtains a BLS certification from a vendor who is not on the
pre-approved list, regardless of whether the American Heart
Association has accredited the vendor, CHOC Children’s will
consider that Associate to be uncertified and therefore
unable to perform their job duties. (See Required Licenses,
Registrations and Certifications Policy)

social media
CHOC Children’s respects the rights of Individuals to post
information on social networking sites, blogs, web sites,
chat rooms or other avenues of electronic communication
during non-work time and using their own devices to do so.
However, CHOC Children’s reserves the right to protect itself
from unauthorized disclosure of information, especially that
which violates its policies. Unauthorized disclosures include
posting patient information or pictures and statements
related to CHOC Children’s which represent harassment,
discrimination, threats of violence, defamatory, and/or

Q: Is it ok for me to “friend” a patient on my personal
social media?
A: CHOC strongly discourages the “friending” of patients
on social media sites. Associates should not initiate or
accept friend requests with patients unless the in-person
friendship pre-dates the treatment relationship. Friending
patients on social media makes you vulnerable to potential HIPAA violations, can make you vulnerable to patient’s
friends or family, and may call into question your professionalism. For instance, friends or family may start asking
you about the patient’s status and treatment. A good rule
of thumb to follow is to keep your personal life separate
from your professional life.

libelous statements, whether direct or implied. (See Social
Media Policy)
If you participate in social media for personal use on CHOC
Children’s behalf always be sure to:
• Respect patient privacy at all times. Do not upload photographs, videos, audio, or information about patients.
• Know and follow the law, CHOC Children’s Privacy Policies
and the CHOC Children’s Social Media Policy.
• Know and follow our iCARE principles.
• Follow the terms and conditions for any third-party sites.
• Remember that your reputation and ours is at stake.
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research
CHOC Children’s continues to advance and expand its
presence in the field of innovative pediatric research and is
attracting Federal and private-sponsored funding for a wide
variety of human research activities. There are numerous
research related regulatory authorities, including the Office
for Human Research Protections (OHRP) and the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). Rules and regulations governing
research can be complex, and the CHOC Children’s Office

With respect to billing, CHOC Children’s does not bill a
participant in a study or third-party payor for research-related
tests, procedures and/or treatments that are funded by a
sponsor. Any errors in this procedure must be reported and
remedied immediately. If you encounter a situation that
appears to involve potential noncompliance with research
guidelines, please advise your immediate supervisor (if
feasible) and the Corporate Compliance Department.

of Research Compliance has been established to assist the

All grants and other funding received for research activities

organization in maintaining compliance. The regulations that

are expected to be managed effectively, and all costs report-

we must abide by include a prohibition against “misconduct

ed accurately and timely in accordance with all applicable

in science.” In other words, we must not make intentional

Federal and State regulations, agency terms and conditions,

fabrications, falsifications, or plagiarism in proposing, con-

and CHOC Children’s policy.

ducting or reporting research.

Individuals engaged in research at CHOC Children’s are

Institutional Review Boards (IRB) have been established at

required to disclose any significant financial interest and/or

CHOC Children’s in order to protect the rights of participants

outside business or consulting interests that may present an

enrolled in all research studies and to ensure CHOC Children’s

actual or perceived conflict of interest at the time the potential

compliance with providing fair and equal access to research

conflict occurred and annually through the Research Institute-

protocols without discrimination while maintaining respect

administered conflict of interest disclosure process. If you

for and protecting a participant’s right to refuse, agree or

have any questions regarding actual or potential conflicts of

withdraw from participation in a study.

interest in research, please contact the Office of Research
Compliance at the Research Institute or the Corporate
Compliance Department.

new clinical technology
As technology and its application to the healthcare setting
continues to evolve at a rapid pace, CHOC Children’s has
established protocols to ensure that new technology and
device are appropriately authorized for use within the
organization. Prior to utilizing new technology or devices,
providers are required to ensure that they are appropriately
authorized and/or privileged/credentialed to use such technology and devices, if applicable. And, if the new technology
involves procedures, Medical Staff review and approval prior
to patient involvement will be necessary.
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reporting concerns
CHOC Children’s expects everyone to be responsible for
preventing and reporting unethical business conduct and
violations of the law. You will never be punished for making
a good-faith report, or for seeking out guidance if you are
unsure of the proper course of action to take in a particular
circumstance.
The recommended process for reporting concerns at
CHOC Children’s is as follows:
• When possible, first report any concerns to your
immediate supervisor.
• If the supervisor/manager is not available, or it is not
practical that you speak with them regarding the issue,
please contact Human Resources. You may also contact
the Corporate Compliance Department.
• If you want to report a concern anonymously, you may call
the Compliance Hotline, toll-free, at (877) 388-8588.
• You may also email your concern to the Compliance
Hotline at ComplianceHotline@choc.org or submit your
concern through the Compliance Hotline Form located
on the PAWS Corporate Compliance Department page.

A: Do not risk your job or the organization’s future by
taking part in an improper activity. Consider discussing

You are expected to fully cooperate in any investigation

the request with your supervisor to be sure you under-

of business conduct which may violate the Standards of

stand the facts and that they are aware of your concern.

Conduct. Intentionally making a false report for personal

If you cannot comfortably discuss the situation with your

gain is a violation of the Standards of Conduct and will result

supervisor or cannot resolve your concern at this level,

in appropriate disciplinary action.

approach a manager, Human Resources, the Corporate
Compliance Department, or make a report via the

Q: If I report something suspicious, will I get in trouble

Compliance Hotline.

if my suspicion turns out to be wrong?
A: As long as you honestly have a concern, and it is in good
faith, our policy prohibits you from being reprimanded or
disciplined. You have a responsibility to report suspected
problems. In fact, individuals may be subject to corrective
action if they have knowledge of potential wrongdoing

Q: I don’t want to get someone fired; I just want fair
treatment in my department and for possible compliance issues to be addressed. Should I call the hotline
or is there a better way to resolve the problem?
A: Always try to resolve an issue first with your immediate

and do not report it to their supervisor, the Corporate

supervisor, when possible. If you cannot do so success-

Compliance Department, or the Compliance Hotline.

fully, or if you are not comfortable with this suggestion,

The only time someone will be disciplined for reporting

the Corporate Compliance Hotline has been established

misconduct is if they knowingly and intentionally report

to allow confidential reporting (by the toll-free number)

something they know to be false or misleading.

or email reporting of any situation that you feel should be

Q: My supervisor directed me to do something that I
believe is against CHOC Children’s policy and possibly
against the law. I don’t want to do something improper,

investigated. Should you choose to not be anonymous, you
may request a call back to obtain an update on progress
made towards resolving the compliance issue you reported.

but I’m afraid if I don’t do as I’m told, I may lose my
job. What should I do?
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ROLE OF THE MANAGER/SUPERVISOR
Managers and supervisors have a special responsibility
to act and communicate consistently with the Standards of
Conduct and our iCARE principles. These Associates are

consequences of
non-compliance

expected to create and maintain a work environment that

Everyone is expected to follow the law, the Standards of

encourages ethical behavior and promotes adherence to

Conduct, and the policies and procedures identified in the

the elements of the Standards of Conduct and the iCARE

Associate Handbook. Candidates for employment shall

principles, and they will be evaluated based on their ability

be subject to inquiry about past compliance violations, and

to meet these expectations. Any compliance or ethics-based

continued employment shall be conditioned upon compli-

concern that is brought to a supervisor or manager’s attention

ance with the Standards of Conduct and CHOC Children’s

must be investigated promptly. If assistance is needed, please

policies and procedures. When a suspected or actual illegal

feel free to contact the Corporate Compliance Department.

or improper practice is reported or otherwise discovered,
the actions listed below will take place; however, please refer

non-retaliation
The Standards of Conduct is provided to individuals as a

pertaining to corrective actions.
• An investigation of the issue.

means to assist everyone in defining conduct expectations

• The development of a corrective action plan.

by setting standards of behavior. All good-faith reports under

• The implementation of measures designed to prevent

the Standards of Conduct will be resolved in a discrete and
professional manner. CHOC Children’s prohibits any type of
retaliatory behavior from anyone. If you have questions or
concerns, or if you feel that you have suffered retaliation as a
result of reporting a concern, please contact Human Resources
or utilize the Compliance Hotline methods.
• Toll-free anonymous reporting: (877) 388-8588
• Email: ComplianceHotline@choc.org
• Online Submission Form: Located on the PAWS
Corporate Compliance Department page
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to the Associate Handbook for more detailed information

the issue from occurring again.
• Individuals involved in a confirmed illegal or improper
act will be disciplined and could possibly lose their job.

acknowlegment and certification
By providing my signature on this form, I understand and agree that the relationship between myself and CHOC Children’s
is considered employment at will. My employment and compensation can be terminated with or without cause, and with or
without notice, at any time, either at my option or at the option of CHOC Children’s. Additionally, CHOC Children’s has the
right to demote or transfer me with or without cause or notice. I understand that the President/CEO of CHOC Children’s is
the only individual who has the authority to enter into an agreement that alters the at-will nature of my relationship with
CHOC Children’s, and that any such agreement must be in a writing that is signed by myself and the President/CEO. I agree
that this shall constitute a final and fully binding integrated agreement with respect to the at-will nature of my employment
relationship and that there are no oral or other agreements that conflict with this understanding.
I understand that any violation of the Standards of Conduct, CHOC Children’s policy or procedure, or Federal or State
regulation, is grounds for disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment.

Please Print

Name________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Employee ID#_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Department or Affiliation_______________________________________________________________________________________

Title _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature____________________________________________________________________ Date_____________________________
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contact information
COMPLIANCE HOTLINE
Toll-Free (Anonymous): 877-388-8588
ComplianceHotline@choc.org
CORPORATE COMPLIANCE DEPARTMENT
Chief Compliance Officer: 714-509-3014
Manager Coding Compliance & Education: 714-509-3593
Corporate Compliance Specialist: 714-509-3362
Corporate Compliance Analyst: 714-509-3965
CLINICAL RISK MANAGEMENT
CHOC: Manager Risk Management: 714-509-8594
CCMH: Manager Risk Management: 949-365-2416
HUMAN RESOURCES
Main Line: 714-509-5414
LEGAL DEPARTMENT
Main Line: 714-509-7817
PRIVACY & SECURITY
Privacy Officer: 714-509-3014
Director of Information Security: 714-509-7570
REGULATORY AFFAIRS
Director of Regulatory Affairs, Accreditation,
and Risk Management: 714-509-8593

www.choc.org

